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NEW QUESTION: 1
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database.
You configure Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) on the Orders
database by using the following statements:
CREATE MASTER KEY ENCRYPTION BY PASSWORD = 'MyPassword1!'
CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate WITH SUBJECT = 'TDE
Certificate';
BACKUP CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate TO FILE =
''d:\TDE_Certificate.cer'

WITH PRIVATE KEY (FILE = 'D:\TDE_Certificate.key', ENCRYPTION
BY PASSWORD =
'MyPassword1!');
CREATE DATABASE ENCRYPTION KEY
WITH ALGORITHM = AES_256
ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTIFICATE TDE_Certificate;
ALTER DATABASE Orders SET ENCRYPTION ON;
You attempt to restore the Orders database and the restore
fails. You copy the encryption file to the original location.
A hardware failure occurs and so a new server must be installed
and configured.
After installing SQL Server to the new server, you restore the
Orders database and copy the encryption files to their original
location. However, you are unable to access the database.
You need to be able to restore the database.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you use before attempting
the restore?
A. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_CertificateFROM FILE =
'd:\TDE_Certificate.cer'WITH PRIVATE KEY (FILE =
'D:\TDE_Certificate.key',DECRYPTION BY PASSWORD =
'MyPassword1!');
B. ALTER DATABASE MasterSET ENCRYPTION OFF;
C. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_CertificateFROM FILE =
'd:\TDE_Certificate.cer';
D. CREATE CERTIFICATE TDE_CertificateWITH SUBJECT = 'TDE
Certificate';USE Orders;CREATE DATABASE ENCRYPTION KEYWITH
ALGORITHM = AES_256ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTIFICATE
TDE_Certificate;
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have been tasked with testing a CAT5e cable. A summary of
the test results can be found on the screen.
Step 1: Select the tool that was used to create the cable test
results.
Step 2: Interpret the test results and select the option that
explains the results. After you are done with your analysis,
click the 'Submit Cable Test Analysis' button.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
A Cable Certifier provides "Pass" or "Fail" information in
accordance with industry standards but can also show detailed
information when a "Fail" occurs. This includes shorts, the
wire pairs involved and the distance to the short. When a short
is identified, at the full length of the cable it means the
cable has not been crimped correctly.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company runs a web application that users access using the
domain name www example com The company manages the domain name
using Amazon Route 53 The company created an Amazon CloudFront
distribution in front of the application and would like www
example com to access the application through CloudFront What
is the MOST cost-effective way to achieve this?
A. Create an ALIAS record in Amazon Route 53 that points to the
CloudFront distribution URL
B. Create a PTR record in Amazon Route 53 that points to the
public IP address of the web application
C. Creole an A record in Amazon Route 53 that points to the
public IP address of the web application
D. Create a CNAME record in Amazon Route 53 that points to the
CloudFront distribution URL
Answer: A
Explanation:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/routi
ng-to-cloudfront-distribution.html
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